Stop Phishing
FLEXIBLE AND COMPREHENSIVE EMAIL PROTECTION

PROBLEM
Email-based Phishing Attacks

EXISTING SOLUTIONS
ANTI-SPAM FILTERS  USER EDUCATION  PERIMETER DEFENSES

MISSED PHISHING ATTACKS
DATA BREACH  FINANCIAL BREACH

Targeted phishing is the #1 cybersecurity threat to organizations large and small. Existing cyber defenses are reactive, allowing hackers to cause extensive damage before they are stopped.

It shouldn’t be the end users’ responsibility to spot clever phishing attempts. Now, there’s a new solution to make sure these attacks never arrive through email.

SOLUTION
Area 1 Horizon

EXISTING EMAIL SECURITY SOLUTIONS REMAIN INEFFECTIVE.

AREA 1 SECURITY ENABLES BUSINESSES TO PROACTIVELY SECURE EMAILS AGAINST PHISHING ATTACKS.

Area 1 Horizon stops phishing attacks by preemptively identifying and eliminating them—before they get to your inbox. Key capabilities include:

CONTINUOUS INBOUND EMAIL SCANNING
Block targeted phish, ransomware, spoofs and business email fraud being missed by your current defenses.

SMALL PATTERN DETECTION OF PHISH
Efficacy and uniqueness based on proactive discovery of phishing infrastructure, paired with comprehensive message context and body analysis.

FLEXIBLE ACTIONS AND REPORTING
Deploy in minutes and choose from a range of actions including blocking, notifying, tagging and message modifications consistent with your organization’s policies. Detailed reports and alerts allow for ongoing visibility into active and blocked phishing campaigns.